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ImAVY ION REACTioNS WITH HEAVY El..EMENTs 

* t .4lbert Gh1o:rso and. Torbj¢rn Sikkeland 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of the quantitative information on nuclear reactions in the heaV'y 
elt;ment region has been confined to investigations w1 th helium. ions or lighter 
particles because of the difficulties of obtaining intense monoenergetic l:;eama 
of heavier ions. Heavy ions such ·~ .. ~arbon1 . ·ll.itrogen, oxyge~, end neon have 
been accelerated in many cyelotrons J but the broad energy spe~tra obtained 
has made quantitative tilterpretations of the .experimental results almost impoe •• 
sible. More recently 1 bf makSng use of a .nw ·~~ ot lon ·sour~; the 150 em 
cyclotron of ANS$.. in RUsaie. has been able te produce monoenergetic beems of 
carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen 1ona. Using these ions a. group at that· location 
h8.s studied the fission cross section of u235 and tJ23~ aS e. function Of energy. 8 

i ' ' ' . ' . 
'rhe results presen-;ed here were. obtained with ~ Berkeley Heavy !Qn 

Linear Accelerator (HlLAC)~.,lO during the last 18 monthS a.s part of a general 
program concerned with the interactions of heavy ions with the heavy nuclides. 
'fbis program is eontronted With certain specia.llzed problems sucll as the smell· 
amounts or target materials available and .their very high specific alpha .acti-
v1 ties together with the -short hal.f:.O.li vee of the nuclide.s to be studied and 
their small formation· cros:s sections. • '!!heee d1tf'icult1es have been surmounted 
to some extent because of the unique advantages of tbe linear accelerator for 
heavy ions. The HILAC has proved capa:bl@ of delivering higllly focused microampere 
beams to an external target fre~ of eny hindering field conditione. It has ac
celerated a Vide range of particles with. weu.:.ctetined energies. . . ' . 

A very large fraction of the products of the reaction between a heavy 
nucleus and a. hea.v;y ion ·{I) consists of fission products. This fission reaction 
is being studied by s¢veral: groups in this l.a.bore:tory by ehemical.. and physic·al. 
methods but will not . be,_ reported upon here. In th~ complex spectrum of spal
lation- p:todu.cte which slliviva fission, we haVe ob.served nucl:ides both with lower 
atomic number (z) than the target nucl.e~ and those with Z ~P to that corre.apond.~ 
1ng to the compound nucleus. The present paper will deal only with the production 
of isotopes With at least as high a Z aa the target nucl.eus. 

~. Bomba.r&nenta . 
The HILAC accelerates a.ll ions to energies of 10 Mev per nucleon; thus 

to obtain lower ener~es it was necessary ·to use ~grading f~s end evaluate 
the subsequent energies from ca.lcula.ted rsnge-eQE!rgy c'\ll"'V'&a. Unfortunately 
up to the present tU1e the absol\lte energy of the ions from the machine is 
kno'm only w1 thin . 5~ and the~e is .some question as to the validity of the 
theoretical range-energy relationship. The a.ccel.erator delivered beam pulsf,lls 
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of 2 milliseconds duration e.t e. repetition rate of lO per second. 'l1he average 
beam current through e. 0.3 ?' 0.5, em co~a~r was s~}!eral .hun~d meter milli
microamperes for full.y stripped cl2 I c 3, N . j and 0""" ions. TO keep the 
aluminum degre.ding foils tram melting in this highly concentrated beam, it was 
necessary not only to helium cool the absorbers and necessary windo'WS between 
the HI1.AC vacuum and the target chamber but aleo to continuously wobble the 
complete assembly in two directions to m~ize the effects of beam "hot spots". 

Excitation functions were studied when pOssible with tba stacked foil 
technique. The individual foils were made by vaporizing UF4 to a thickness up 
to l mg/~2 onto thin al.uminum or nickel. For each foil the tJ11'4 ~r was facing 
the beam so that all epaJ.lation recoils were ·stopped either 1li the UF4 or in 
the backing material. 

2. RecoU Techniques 
! The general technique crt talt1ng advantage ot the recoU momentH imparted 

by the fast moving bombarding nucleus was first used by Ghiorso et a.l. 2 in the 
experiments in which element 101, mendelevium, was discovered. The reaction 

. products obtain high enough momentum to est:ape fro1n the target and are stopped 
in a foil placed directly beb1nd. it. .For m.AC bombardments e. convenient foil. 
material bas been found to be pal lQdium because none of the products from the 
reaction between heavy ions and pall.adium are alpha. emitters. It ·1a also readily 
dissolved in a few drops of aqua regia and sorbed on anion resin.l3 

It has e.lso been touna14 that the recoils When stopped 1n a gas remain· 
positively charged and thus can be readily directed by an electro.static t1eid 
to a plate for subsequent alpha pulse e;na.J.ys1s. Because these atoms are on the 
surface of the plate they can easily be taken up in solution without d1asolvins 
the plate. 

The recoil technique is essential. wherever a. h1glll.y active or rare 
target is used s.ince it greatly simplifies the · chemical separation of the products 
and al.lows the target to be used over and over ega1l:1. Hor heavy ions the recoil 
methods are found to be quite eff.1c1ent since the large momentum transfer e.nd 
A~.onsequent l.ii.rge recoil range a.llov targets whiCh are q,uite "thick" to be used. 
''One disadvantage is the difficul.ty 1n estimating the recoil yields and thus 
abso~ute cross sections. Leaebma.n and Atterlln~5 have meas.ured the_l"~ge 
·straggling of the reaction products A'll(Cl2;4n)At2ll and Au(cl216n)At209 in 
aluminum and obtained .. a. good fit

6
of the experimental date. to the 'formula sug .. 

gested by Linahard. and Scharff; 1 by aaSUmi.ng the reco1la to be produced by e. 
compound nucleus formation followed by neutron evaporation. Using their data. 
one may est1ma.te tb.e recoi~ yield of such produets from any target thickness 
and any heavy ion energy. 

More uncertain is the estimation of recoil yields for products which 
are formed by other rea.ction mechanisms. In these eases the momentum transter is 
not known and one therefore has to measure their recoil ranges. In the heavy 
element region this 1~ difficult to 4o by conventional methode beca.uae of the 
low cross sections. We have obtained differential range curves by allowing 
the recoil products to expend their energies J.n helium a.t a. l.ow pre:ssure and 
then be attracted at the ends of their ranges to an adjacent plate by a uniform 
electric field. The catcher plate when sectioned seems to give a very fai thtul 
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range c\ll"'V'e. Since the method ha.s not been fully proven we have not corrected 
for loss in the targets of the products of some of the .new reactions presented 
1n this paper ~ the cross sections given must represent a lower ~it. In 
tbe ease of an2 an additional loss 1a due to a 50 microgram per cm2 al.uminum 
foU placed over the target to depress the amount of curium "lmockovers". 

3. . Ta.rwrt Preparations . 
Targets were prepared by electroplating or by an ,electrostatic spray method 

developed by Carswell and M1lstea.l7 Their method consists of el.ectricill)' 
charging the. evaporation di'opiete of an acetone .solution of the n1 tra.te salt of 
the ttu-get .eo that they can be a.ttra.eted to the target backing materiel.. This 
is a<!COtllpllehed. by inserting e. fine wire in a· ~ertice.l capillary containing 
the solution. For our P'l.ll"PGsea 1 t 1-res nece~sa:ty to considerably modify this 
proeedm-e. .It was found that by mounting the ·capillary horizontally and the 

· . t·arget vertically it was possible to use a larger capillary, a shorter distance, 
~a a. lower voltage and thu~ to obtain a. more eo,ntroll~d fine spraying. For 
those cases Where thick targets ha4 to be dehydrated end converted "to the oxide 
it was found a.dvent~Glus to keep the target baektns (us\ial.ly 0•03 - 0.10 mil 
nickel) ~t e.-bigh temperature eo that the nitrate could be continuously converted 
to the oXide. By these means targets Up to 0.5 mgfcm2 with a. fairly uniform 
a4herent deposit ~re made and have w1 thstood hundreds of hours of bombardment 
,in· a· hun~c!l or more experiments. 
' 
.#,. ~1st;r1 . . 
' ' · CQnveiltional Chemical separation methode for actinides were used. ,31. .In 
:order. to im~eve the .resolution of the elution curves With ammonium aJ.pba .. hydroxy
tso'butYt"ate a. platinum tube W1 th a small opening was inserted a.t the end of the 
gl.Ms column to give e. reproducible drop size of &bout 1; microliters. when a 
fast operation was necessary a spet:ial heating device was introduced to speed up 
the evaporat1ou of the drops. A hot aluminum plAte '<w11h perforated boles was 
used a.B a. turntable end_over the area vh.ere the drops vere falling air was directed. 
arhe platinum plates were pla.eed: OVel' the boles E!nd the drops were adjUSted to fall 
inside the arera a.e·fined by ·tne hOl~s. A dro:p was evaporated within seconds w1 th-

.. out .splattering. For care:f'U.l identification seV'eral actinide and lanthanide 
:tsoto:pee were ad.de:d as tracers • 

5. Cowlt!Y 
.All ot the isotopes were 1dent1f'1ed and measured by means of alpha pulse 

height a.nallsis. · Five different samples could be ane.lyzed simultaneously 1n a 
muit.iplex assembly consisting of five Frisch grid cuambers, ampllfiers, a. single 
WUkinson type "kick .. sorter", coding e.l.ectronics, end e. paper tape printer. 
With this equ1pnent 1 t was ea.Sil,y possible to obtain good elution curves for 
short-U ved eml tters end thus their chemical. 1dent1ticat1ons. 

B. NEU'l1lON EVAPORATION BEACTIONS 

very sharp peaks 1n the exei ta.tion functions have been observed for those 
·reactions involvine; eampound nucleus (CN)8torma:ti~foUowed by neutron evaporation. 
Ex~le~ are the (cl2,Jm) reaction on u23 and .PUB and the(c,6n) ~action on 
u23, ~· as seen 1n Fig. l. A similar curve is obte.in~d for the (C 3 15n) reaction on 
u238. Jackson was able to show rea.son$1e agreement with exper1mental. results 
for the (p,.xn) cross-~ectione in lead and bi!3Iliuth tor: calculations using e. 
simplified evaporation model baaed on the assumption of a constant nuclear 
temperature, T, together w1 th Monte Carlo cal:eulations .19 By neglecting direct 
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p:tocesses and charged particle evaporation in (I,xn) reactions, Jackson's 
evapO~t1on formula ean be modified to include fission. · ~ f'1nal 
form~W,20 for the erose seet~on tor the (I,m) reaction ~~ then: 

•• (l) a (I,xn) = ·ac (I) • G1 • G2 .• • • Gx P (E , x) 

whenll 
c !.,. ac (I) is the cross section for tor.ma.t1on of the compound nucl.eus. 

To s,J~1rst awroxtmatwn ac (l) ~ of (I) where or (I) is the fission cross 
sect1en. At bonibarding energies Ex > l.E Vc (Vc = Coulombi·c barrier) Blatt 
and We1s&kopf1 s formul.a2l. can be usedJ 

. .2 i ac {I} = JI {ft.: + Rzl (1 .. E.·. > 
.; . I 

where R a r 0 ~'l/3. A reasonab~· good fit to experimental data gives the vaJ.ue 
ro = 1.5 .f"~rmis t\)1'. the nuclear pa.t-amete't both for hel1um20 and heavy ion induced 
~aetiansl~ .. ~..Jith heavy nuclides. ·'fo a first approximation, for isotopes of not 
too widely ,~ffel"elit a.toin:1c number 1 ac (I) .for the same ion will be equal at the 
same va.l~;ri9!. the_pe.remeter X = Et/V(; •. me curve for carbon ions Which has 
been use.ld. . · .. conneetion with form. uJ.a .. {l)~ is shown in Fig. 1. 
. . '. ,· .rn rn . . · · :': . ~1 = <~>1 ~ ( r :;r >1 

."f . t f n. · 

.is tlie ~i~ level width for the emisaien of the . 1 th ·neutron from the compound 
nucleus. the product (PC = Gl • G2 • • • ·Gx. · therefore is the traction which een 
evaporate· x or more. neutrons. Gf. is to\md to be jnde~Hdent of."' excitation 

·ene:rgy22. en4 al.eo independent _·of' the way of fonnation.*. Gi "fe.ries wttb ~2/A. 1n 
a. sys~atic manner22,23 end U1l.lmown ve.lue(J can be estimatEd. 

* : J..e. P (E ,x) = I (~, 2x•3) • I (Ax+l.' 2x·l) 

gives the . probabili~y for the evaporation of exactly x neutrons 1n an ini tia.l 
excitation energy E • · . . 

I (z,n) is Pea.rson"e tncompl.ete gamma tlmc~lOn: 

:t (z,n) =.·(.nl,) /'~ xne-~dx and A = (E* • £ Bi)/11 . ·;··•:;. •::'\ ·· 
. • 0 -x 

B1 . being the binding energy o{ t'be 1 th neutrpn ~d can be obtained from the 
compila.tione by Glass f:l !!,. 2 , . 

. * x+l * .x· · . . . · · 
~+l = {E "!' E Bi)/T or (E ... E B1 ... ~)/T when ~ < Bx+l where ETh is 

the activation energy for f1seion. 23t25,26 The nuoiea1" temperature for fission 
is assumed to be equal to that for neutron evaporation. A val.ue Qf rr = 1.35 
Mev is found to fit well fqr helium ion20 and a.1.s6 for hea-vy ionltl induced 
reactions; In Fig. 1 are given the calculated. curves using formula. (l) and 
l.re see a reason,a.bly goo4 ,tit to the exper1menta.l points. It must be pointed 
out that, because or high errors 1n G (of the order of 5~) 1 ce.lcule.tions by 
fomula. (l) only give an order of magnitude estimation of the cross section. 
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. 1. R~&9t1ona Inoi"e$S1nl$ targ,et ·Nu¢·leus l(y TWo Uillts .. in z. 
. . Among the .teactione were. ~ged ·pairti.cles are ami tted, those leading 

to isotopes rl th z two unit~ · hi8}ler than. ttJ.e ta:rget nucleus take pla.cre with 
r_ elatively large cr~s s!ctions ... 3lKe1tat~im functions .. :fl. or same of these re ... 
actions 1nvolv1rl,g C , 9 3, and .OW on. em have been measured The t~get 

~:,,::·~eknesa waa 400 .,.gjem2. A single ,ero~s ~ction point ueing N14 has eJ.so 
been observed which 1s consistent Wi tb a .similar exc.1 ta.tion tu:nction (see Fig. 
2). !~.'he thresholdS are below the CoUlomb barrier for the hea.n ions and also 
fa.r belov those corresponding to charged particle emission from a compound 
system 1n Which they obtein a kinetic energy equ~ to or bigger than th~ 
CoUlomb ·batTier-. The particle or particles are therefore emitted t'rom. outside 
the ~P of the barrier. This suggestS that t.he d1e.1ntegratlon of the ion into 
two fragme.nts is probab~w the first s~p 1n this type o£ reaction. The 'breakup 
tnto tb:tee Gr more particles has lower probe.bil1 ty. than the breaku,t> 1nto two 
beeause this implies a ·ma;z).y body process .a.nd is also energet1cal.ly more un
favorable. '.mle · tone may therefore break up 1nw an alpha particle and a. heavier 
fraegnent e.ceor!U.ng to the schemes: . 

e12 .·:'<:·· · ~ »e8 + He~ .. 7.4 Mev 

c13 -> :se9. ae4 ... 10.7 Mev 
_14 lO 4 . . . 
l'r -> B + Be ... U.6 Mev 

o16 -> ,c12 + 11e4 • 7.1 Mev 

'J!he break\u) of c12 into ~4. and Be 8 
has actually been observed . in nuclear 

emU.s1ons. 27 Spll tting into other helium isotopes g1 vee a. higher disintegration 
energy and is thus .more unfavorable. 

. The pezietra.tion pro'babil1ty of the alpha paz>t1cle now is higher than that 
of the heavter frs,gplent at a certain impact p~ameter. The penetration of the 
alpha pa;ttic~e 1s also favored in eertedn geometr.ical. orientations by Coulombic 
repulsion b;t the other ·i'ragnent at tb,e point of disintegration. ·'rhis ~ype of 
ree,ct1on therefore may take place a.t energies below th~ Cou.lombic barrier for the 
heavy ion, where competition with penetration of the heavy ion is less severe. 
The reaction therefore may take place a.t l.ov e.ngUl.ar momentum, and tbe recoil 
atoms thus ·may obtain considerable range. The momentum ·of the recoil may be as 
high as that of the heavy ton plus the momentum of the recoiling he.avy f'r&@llent. 
At higher energies ~ reactions proceed at bigber angular momentum due to 
competition vith the complete ama.lgmi1at1on of the heavy ion.. The reaction lead
ing to the same product now takes the character of a stripping and lower momentum 
is transferred. This effect shows up in the range measurements. In some pre
Uminary experiments a·:.cu:dum target (70 ~gfom2) was bombarded with oxygen at 
90 ana 150 Mev and the range curves for the cr245 and c~JK> recoils in helium 
·gas were measured. At both energies, the concentration of the recoils had a 
.maximum at zero ratlge and decreased with the range. This 1s in contrast with 
rqe curves for pJ"aducta from compound nucleus formation where a Gaussian 
distribution curve around a most probable rtmge is obs·erved. Severe angular 
spread of the re.coile was e.lso noticed, whereas in experiments nth recoils from 
the reaction Prl4l( cl2, 4n )'rbl49 a strone forward peek was observed. In the low 
.energy bombardment some long range recoils were observed which were la.ck1ng at 
high energy. Although one has to be careful. .to draw quantitative conclusions 
from these results, we can sa.y that the observations are not in contraiii~tioo 
to the model just describe4. 

r 



The range measurements. indicate that the experimental erose sections for these 
reactions given 1n Fig. 2 are low by a factor of three because of recoil loss in 
the ~ v.g/cm2 curium target. Approximately thit;. same ·ratl~ was obtained for the 
relative recoil yield between thick and thin em244 targets When bombarded by cl-2 
ions to produce et246. The above -mentioned. exPeriments clearly demonstrate that 
the charged. particles cannot be evaporated from a. compound nucleus system. Most 
excited nuclei 1n the heavy element region decay by fission and the measured 
fission cross section therei'ore also will include fission by nuc~ei Vhich were 
initially formed by the diScussed reaction mechanism! 1he assumption that cf = a 
i:B therefore not fully justi-fied. It is of .interest to make en order of e 
~magnitude e$t1m.e.t1on of the error .• imrolvei. AboVe the .Coulomb barrier the .. th1n 
target yield of the reaction emZ44( C12 

1Betlzn )Cf246 is a.p:proxtme.tely 4 m1ll1ba.rns. 
After correcting for loss due to fission (see .following section), we find that 
the total cross section involving the emission .of a heavy frag.ment is of the ·order 
of 200 m1ll1ba.rne 4 For tbis region a0 is roughly 1 .. 2 barns so that the error 
involved should be 10-~. Closer to the bart"ier the errors will be· even higher. 

2. !~lZim} Reaction.! · . · 
· Certain orientations will fa.vor the penetration of the heavier p~ and 

reject the ~l?ha. pa.r1iicle. in Fig. 2 is the given t\mction for the (C,a4n) re· 
action on u230. Energy considerations reveal ~t ~t low bombarding energies 
the alpha pa.rt1cle is not evaporated f'ratn e. compound system. If now the alpha 
particle is emitteQ. promptly; no com:peti tion w1 th fission will occur at that 
momentum. 'Ihe aJ.pha particle is emitted with en energy spectrum leaving the 
struck nuclei. Without a d!stinct excitation energy • If we aga.1n assume G to be 
constant an<l independent of excita.tiot+ energy and the neutrons to be eval~rated, 
we have the cross sect1ont · 

* (1) a (:t,xn) = ac (I,a) (ft j P {E*;x) . ;~E ) .. dE 

Here ac (110!) is. the total ¢ross-section for ree,ct1ona wh~ an~a.lpha particle 
is emitted. G=< and P (E* 1x) are previous'!r defined, and dN(E*) /dE is the e:xci• 
ta.tion energy speotrum of the striclt nucleus a.f'ter the emission of the a.lpba 
particle and before the evaporation of the neutrons. . . . 

Using formula (l) \.re may, by ineerti.ng e:xpenmental values for o (I,axn) ,· 
obtain information concerning the exc1tat1Qn energy spectrum and t~ the ,aluna 
energy ppectrum. A convenient exper!mentai series ~s the Pu240(cl2 ,axn)cr245·x 
and. Pu242(cJ2,axn)Cf'250 .. x, Where one obtains cross sections fof' -reactions with 
x == 2 up to x = 6. Formula. (1) aJ.so g1.ves informatlon about the variation of the 

:·,~· (I,axn) erose section with the target nuclei •. At a ·certain bombarding energy 
a~(I;a). wUl be, to a. cl.o.se. approXimation,. equal for nuclei not too far apart on 
the nuclear· chart. 'The al.phe. spectrum will ·a..lso be similar. We will therefore 
obtain the following rela.t!oni 

(2) log (I,axn) = A + ·x log G . 
we have obtained experimental values for c· (c,alm) on if38 and Pu242 end, when 
plolted on a log l,og sca.le they fall on e liD.e showing a. fourth pOWer 4-ependence 
on G. Fina.lly, Fonnula (l} gives an order of magnitude estimation of O'c(l,a) 
from the experimental value of a (I1GIX1l). We find these cross sections for 
carbon and oxygen ions above the barrier to. be of the order of lOO m1croberna 
and are thus 10 - 100 times lower than the rea.ct.ion were the alpha particle is 
amalgamated. 
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3. Other Reae'tiona 
Reactions also occur in which charged particles, other than those 

already mentioned, are emitted. In terms of a bre.ekup mecha:nism, these imply 
that the hee.vy ions disintegrate 1n a wa.y in which alpha. part~eles are not 

·iilvpl.ved. By. bomba;rding ·an Am241 target (26o mgjcm2) v1th ,oJ..6 ~· he.ve Observed 
Cf245 and . Ct246 which might be produced by t~ mnalgamation of a li th1U!li ion 
and the emission of a bor~m ·ion •. At 80 Mev the cross section was 30 rn1crobarns 
for the productiq.n of cr245 and only 3 mtcroba.r.ns tor ct2lK>. The relatively 
low cross section .for the latter is explained ·~y the higher proba.bil1 ty of the 
emission of m<>re than one neutron a:t·;·ithese exil1tation energies. With correction 
for fission· loss, ·~ obte..i.l! the total. eros$ section for reactions where boron 
ions a.l'e em.itted1 tO be o£ the ~~r of a few hundred microbe.rne. This ie a 
.factor of~J.OO.·. loW'er than. the (()L ,cl2) te.action and. of the same order of magnitude 
as the (oW ,a) re~tion. 'rhere is e. higher disintegration energy for the splltting 
into beryllium ~d 11 thiUiii than into carbon and heliumJ .this ba.lanoes the higher 
penetration pl'ob~illty of' the lithium versus. the carbon ions •. 

· We h~ .al~2 o~erved ~e product Jm250 from the reaction vhich can be 
~ ttep e.s em2 4(~ ,Be 2rl)J!m2 · vi th e. maxUlum cross sect1cm of the .. 9rder of 1 
microlm.rn. ~s, will correspond to a total cross section for the (oJ-O,Beti) re
'acti~ ~i' the order -ot 0,1 m1Uibe.tn. This· le roughl.y 1000 times. smaller than 
the (01 ,cl2) reaction. The rsason .migh~ e.ga1n be explained in terms .of a lower 
penetrat~9n probabil1, .tor. 'Be·_ and the .higher disintegration energy of the re-
action ().1.0 -> 2. Be .. 14.6 Mev. . . · 

D. DISCOVERY OF ELEMENT 102 

The d1s~overy28 of element 102 evolved from a unique application of the 
experimental and theoretical considerations that have been outlined. In many 
careful experiments conducted 1n many ways over a long period ot time it was 
foun(l. that a prior claim29 to the discovery of element 102 could not be confirmed. 30 
Subsequently; by the use· of a radically new method Ghiorso, Sikkel.a.nd,· Walton, and 
Sea'borg .succeeded tn ~~1guously identifying for the first time an isotope of 
element .102. · · . · 

'the method used tO ~etect the new .element was essentially a continuous 
milking exper.iment wherein the atoms of the daughter element 100 were separated 

· from the parent . elemen,t 102 by taking advantage of the recoil due to the element 
102 alpha particle decay.. The .. tazget eons.isted. of a. mixture of isotopes of 
curium (95~ em244 and 4.), em246) mounted on a very thin nickel foil. Tbe curium 
was bombardEid with monoenergetic cl2 ions at energies of 69 .. 100 Mev. The trans
muta.t.ion recoils were absorbed 1n hel,.ium and electrically a.ttrabted to a moving 
metall1c belt pl.sced directly beneath the target. These atoms were then carried 
on the conveyer belt under a foil which was charged negatively relative'>·.to the belt. 
Approximately half of the atoms undergoing alpha particle decay would cause their 
daughter atoms to ~coil from the surtace:of the belt to the catcher foil {see 
F1g. 3). .After a time of bambardme:at su1ted to the hill-life of the daughter 
atam to be ex&~1ned4 the catcher foil was cut transversely to the direction of 
the belt motion into five equal length sections. These five foils were then 
alpha pulse anal.)rzed. simultaneously, from the relative amounts of activity and 
the belt s~ed the. half·life of the parent e.tobs .could be deduc7d. The method 
was tirst successfUlly used in the bombardment of Pu21.!0 w1 th cl-2 ions to identify 
a. new 1sotope of element 100, Pm248 (Fig. 4). It was shown t9. have a ha.lf-lif'e 
of 0. 6 minutes by analysis of' the amounts of the 20-minute ct244 caught on the 
catcher foils. 

•, 
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· The most likely isotope of element 102 that could be detected w1 tb this 
method was deemed to be 102254 with a. predi·cted half-life of seconds leB.ding 
to the known 30-ininute 7 .4J-Mev alpha-particle-emitter 1 Jm250. In a series of 
experiments it Was found that Fm250 could be. collected on the catcher foils in 
aac~e with a parent half-life of about 3 seconds produced by the reaction 
an2 (cl2,4n)l02254 ...CJ-..;l. • Tb.e excitation function for producin3 Fm250 in 
this manner was found to pe8k sharpl.y at 70 t 5 Mev corresponding to a (c12

1 4n) 
reaction. Tb.at the atoms collected are eJected lll alpha ~c~il of atoms f':rom 
the belt was prove·d by the tact that ne1 ther ct246 nor ct2 51 which ere col
lected with high yield on the belt, are tolllld prominently on the catchers. 
Changing the belt speedr·Na8 found to change the distribution of Fm250 on the 
ca.teher foils in a manner conformins to a 3.-.second parent. The nttmber of mn250 
counts observed 1n a sizlgl.e experiment was as high as 40 and corresPQnded to a 
maximum cross section of a few mlcrobarn.s for the reaction w1 th Qn240. 

The final. identification of the a.etiv1ty ascribed· to Jm250 was carried 
out by dissolving the activity from the eatcher foil and separating 1 t frotn the 
other actillide elements by means of an ion exchange column. In one experiment 
2 atoms of ;sm250 were identified and in another 9 atoms were observed in the 
element lOO position. 

~. SEABC!I FOR. E~ WI'l'H AqOOC NUMBim GREA'Jlm THAN 102 

Some veey crUde preliminary experiments have been reported 28 which were 
·designed to look for alpha a.etivity from element .103.. The same curium tar~t 
w~ b01llbarde.d 1n the con"!yer belt B.Jmal'atus with ca. 0.3 microamperes of (+7) 
N~4 ion. Atoms of 1031 such as 10325o from the em2140(Nl4,4n) reaction, would 
presumably be colleeted · on the conveyer belt as in the other experiments. The 
belt speed ~ .eet at th:tee incheii per second since the b.aii'-1ife of en isotope 
eueh as 1032.50 would be expected to be a traction of a. second. Nuclear emul.sions 
placed just above the belt to receive the expected long range alpha particles 
from the decay ot this nuclide were examined carefully for such corresponding 

.. ,.:tracks. There were foutJif l.6 tracks with an energy of 9 t 1 Mev &nd positions 
·in the nuclear emulsion consistent with a ha.lf-ll:ee of approximately 1/4 second. 
These :~a.cks could -be due to an isotope of element 103 but the conditions of 

· the experiment d:!d not rule .out the very goOd · posaibili ty that they could be 
due to the production of new nuclides between polon1\ml and thorium :from tiny 
lead or bismuth impurities or to prompt sl.pha particles arising f'rom interaction 
o:f high energy neutrons with the belt material. 

The very- _great d1fi'1culties of continUing these experiments which matte 
use of nuclear emulsions as detectors have prompted us to try a more versatile 
method. An apparatus is being tested in l'lhleh the transmut-ation recoils are 
conducted by properly shaped electroetatte fields to a very thin Window. The 
window is moUDted on . the high voltase electrode of a gridded ionization chamber. 
Approximately half of the short-lived atoms that reach .the window emit their 
Sl,pha. particles through the window into the chamber volume and thUs produce 
el~ctron pulses which can be analyzed as usual. Since the HILAC beam is presently 
being pulsed on only ~ of the time 1 1 t is expected that even though the alpha 

·particle pulse analysis mUst be conf1ned to the time between beam pulae.s a high 
counting efficiency Should be obta:J.ne.ble by this method. Ral.f•life determinations 
will oo made by 1:11multeneou.e. time and pulse ·height observatlons. 



Another variant of this system mekas use of e. very long conductfug · 
tape, instead of e. continuous short belt, together with an al.pha gri-d chamber. 
'I'lte atoms are collected on the tape em-face end earried either through the 
chamber for immediate analysis or through a'· volume where daughter atOms from 
alpha recoil of atoms on the belt may be delivered to the thin windOw of the 
grid chamber. This a.ll.ows one to either d1scr1m1na.te against lone;er lived 
~~1vit1es or to analyze the short·llved. daughter atoms produced by ~ry short
llved parents. t;t'ids methOd potentially should allolr the 1dent1£'1cation of Z 
of Saine of the isotopes of elements. w1 th atomic number greater than 102.. In 
general., we expect that by means such as these .it should be possible tO work with 
alpha activities with half-lives e.8 short as a millisecond and thus it GhouJ.d 
be possible to identify .isotopes of' elements as b1gb as 103 and 10:4. Beyond 
this point both yield end hal.f-llfe will be cane serious problems and. will 
probably W3mand new advances til techniques. 

In the rea:ction between heavy ions and heavy nucH.des a great number 
of spa.lla.t.ion products ere observed. w1 th a:tomic .number.s all the way from below 
that ~f the target nucleus up to that corres~ri.ding to the com;pou.nd nucleus •. 
For reactions which involve chal:'ged pm.rticle emission, the excitation functions 
are pred.otninently broad. Il;l contrast, those involving only neutron emission 
.give sl::mrp peaks and a prediction of the11' positions and cross sections is pos
sible. For the production and study of new isotopes by {I,m) reactions the 
exc1 tat ion function determination is of importan~ for maas 1dent1fi.cation 
purposes. 'l'b.is stresses the importance of a monG>energet1c heavy 1on beam· to 
prevent the (I,xn) pelilks from being smeared out. When dea.llng with very heavy 
elements an intense beam also is necessary because of the severe · ·fission 
competition end consequently low production cross sections for the (I,.xn)., 
reactions. 

In the energ:, range studied, reactions where ·charged particles are 
emitted; apparently do not proceed. by the .emal.gamation of the heavy ion- with 
the target nucleus. These reactions can be expla.ined in tel"me of a breakup 
mechel\ism in which the disintegration enersies and the penetration probabilities 
of the fragments play an important role 1n determ1n1tlg the m9@11tude of the 
cross section. Because fission i.e the dominant mode of &lcay f'or excited 
heavy nuclei, the measured fission erose·· section Will be higher than the cross 
section for compound nucleus formation. Above the barrier ! t is of the order 
of 1~ higher and below the error may be even higber~ 

. Some ra.dice.l.ly different experimental approaches have been developed 
which will probably m:alte possible the positive '1dentit.ticat1ons of new elements 
w1 th atomic number as high as 104. 
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